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Network Proximity and Communities in Innovation
Clusters Across Knowledge, Business, and

Geography: Evidence From China
Yuan Zhou , Zhaofu Li , Yufei Liu , and Fankang Deng

Abstract—The notion of proximity for innovation clusters needs
to expand compared to traditional agglomeration literature be-
cause it involves multiple dimensions such as geography, busi-
ness, and knowledge; however, limited research probed into this–
it requires multidimensional data and novel methods. This ar-
ticle, therefore, proposes a three-layered framework that uses
multisource heterogeneous data and network methods to mea-
sure the cluster-proximity in innovation clusters, in order to un-
derstand better the combined proximity between organizations
within/across network communities. First, we developed a three-
layered framework to map the network-based innovation cluster
by integrating patent citation, business transaction, and geographic
data. Second, in the innovation cluster, we identified the network
communities in knowledge, business, and geographic layers, re-
spectively. Third, we measured the cluster proximity within/across
communities by using a combined index. We selected A City’s
machine tool sector in China as a case. This article found that
machine-tool firms/organizations have higher cluster proximity
within geographic communities that are enriched mostly by busi-
ness connections. In comparison, they have lower cluster proximity
across geographic communities, but the proximity is enhanced both
by business connections and knowledge linkages. This may imply
that knowledge linkages are more important in across-community
proximity, and this needs more policy attention.

Index Terms—Across- and within-community, cluster proxi-
mity, innovation clusters, machine tool sector, multilayered
heterogeneous network, multisource heterogeneous data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE THEORY of innovation cluster goes through three
phases: geographical agglomeration [1], [2], industrial

clusters [3], and innovation cluster [4], [5]. Traditional literature
on agglomeration or industrial cluster mostly used the notion of
geographic proximity to measure the distance between firms or
organizations within clusters [6], by using single-dimensional
data such as geographic data or business data. However, these
single-dimensional measures are unable to depict the multi-
dimensional characteristics within innovation clusters, which
involves multiple layers such as geography, business, and knowl-
edge [7], [8]. Some recent literature attempted to use multi-
source data to explore the innovation clusters [9], [10]; yet,
they have not extended the multisource data to specify the
distance or closeness between firms/organizations within an
innovation cluster. This article proposed a multidimensional
concept–cluster proximity–to measure the combined distance or
closeness, and this notion of cluster proximity can also leverage
the prior concept of network proximity [11], [12] that uses
network indicators to measure the proximity between key nodes
such as firms or organizations.

Existing network literature can bring some insights to inno-
vation cluster theory. First, they used the indicators of network
proximity such as centralities that can help to better specify
the closeness or distance within an innovation cluster [13].
Second, some recent network literature attempted to investigate
the connections within or across network communities–this can
also contribute to the measures of proximity within innovation
clusters [14]. Furthermore, some recent network literature in-
vestigated multilayered heterogeneous networks, and used these
concepts to study the innovation systems that involve multiple
dimensions such as knowledge, business, and geography. For
example, some researches attempted to study the innovation
ecosystem [15] and the development of the machine tool domain
[16] through multilayered heterogeneous networks by using
multisource data such as patents and business [17]. Based on
these literature, this article proposed that we can use multi-
source data to develop multilayer heterogeneous networks, and
use these combined indicators to measure cluster proximity in
innovation clusters.

From a methodological point of view, some recent com-
puter science research has developed a series of new
methods to analyze network, including examining the inter-
layers between network communities [14], developing the in-
dicators that measure the effects of one network on the other
communities [15], [16], and developing the methods that can
detect the community structure of social networks [18], [19]–
these methods haven’t been brought into the innovation cluster
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literature, and these will provide new opportunities to measure
cluster proximity in innovation clusters through a network lens.

This article, therefore, develops a three-layered framework
that uses multisource heterogeneous data to measure cluster
proximity in innovation clusters. First, we build a three-layer
heterogeneous network through patent citation data, business
transaction data, geographic data, in order to map the network-
based innovation cluster. Second, we identify the network com-
munities of knowledge, business, and geographic layers sep-
arately, and map core communities in different layers. Third,
we measured the cluster proximity within/across communities
by using a combined index, and based on which we attempt to
abserve the heterogeneities of proximities. We selected A City’s
machine tool sector in China as a case.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II
reviews the literature. In Section III, the data used in this article
are introduced, and we develop a framework for measuring
cluster proximity in innovation clusters. In Section IV, we select
A City’s machine tool sector in China as a case, analyze the data
and present the results. In Section V, we discuss the key findings.
Finally, Section VI concludes this article.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

There are two parts in this section. The first part is the review of
knowledge, business, and geographic in innovation clusters. The
second part reviews the methods of multilayered heterogeneous
network and community detection.

A. Knowledge, Business, and Geography in
Innovation Clusters

Traditional literature has studied innovation clusters by using
single-dimensional data only [20], [21]. For example, Mag-
gioni et al. used Web of Science literature data to explore
the knowledge aspects of the innovation cluster [7]. Muro and
Katz used business data to study the commercial characteristics
of innovation clusters [8]. Moreno et al. used patent data to
identify the extent to which the degree of specialization or
diversity in a region may affect the innovative activities in a
particular local industry [21]. Turkina et al. used patent cita-
tions data to study the knowledge flow within the innovation
cluster [22].

In recent years, researchers have begun to use multisource
data to explore the effect of other data sources in the innovation
cluster [23]. For example, Tanimoto and Doi created an indicator
system using geographic data and business data to examine
the combined effect of geographic and business activities on
innovation clusters in the San Francisco Bay area [24]. Salvador
et al. used a questionnaire and interview data to explore the
geographic characteristics of the science park as an innovation
cluster [25]. Arthurs et al. proposed an indicator system compris-
ing six constructs and 34 variables to explore the characteristics
of innovation clusters [26]. Moreno et al. proposed an indicator
system using patent, econometric, geographical data to explore
geography and knowledge in an innovation cluster [2]. Jaffe
et al. used patent citation data and geographic data and used
metrological methods to explore knowledge and geography in
innovation clusters [10].

However, these studies failed to probe into the innovation
clusters through multilayered networks perspectives [15], [16],

and this paved the ways to measure cluster proximity in innova-
tion clusters using the multiple layers as different networks [17],
especially when concerned with the innovation clusters that can
be viewed as communities in various layers – relevant research
remains sparse.

In sum, there is very limited research that examines the
innovation clusters by using multilayered heterogeneous net-
work that involves knowledge, business, and geographic layers,
and none has investigated the cluster proximity in innovation
clusters– this needs further research.

B. Method of Multilayered Heterogeneous Network and
Network Community Detection

Innovation clusters are a multidimensional concept that can
be represented using multilayered heterogeneous network. Mul-
tilayered heterogeneous network allows the representation and
analysis of intralayer and interlayer connections multilayered
that consist of a fixed set of nodes connected by different types
of links [27].

At present, there are several methods applied to network
community detection [28], and the research has shown the
methods are effective. Social networks that have a topological
structure of interconnected nodes that combine organization
and randomness [18]. For complex large-scale networks, it is
difficult to observe their characteristics directly, which requires
a new method to extract comprehensive information from its
structure [29]. A promising approach consists in decomposing
the networks into sub-units or communities. Girvan and New-
man proposed the Girvan–Newman algorithm (GN algorithm)
is a topological clustering algorithm, which is suitable for the
analysis and processing of network data [30]. The proposed
modularity function solves the problem of over-reliance on
the initial solution and the lack of global optimization goals.
Newman proposed the Fast-Newman (FN) algorithm to optimize
the modularity function and improve the computation, which
ignores the hierarchical of the community structure [19]. Vincent
D et al. proposed the Louvain algorithm, which is a heuristic
method that is based on modularity optimization [18], which
greatly reduces the computing time of community detection
in complex large-scale networks. These studies supported for
community detection in different layers of a multilayered het-
erogeneous network.

The multilayered heterogeneous network analysis methods
provided support for association analysis between layers. The
association analysis method is used to analyze the interac-
tion between networks and between communities. Xu et al.
developed a framework to investigate the interplay and in-
novation capacities of a multilayer innovation ecosystem that
involved science, technology, and business [15]. Murata pro-
posed a layer-to-layer coupling analysis method for multilayer
social networks and attempted to use multiple interlayer con-
nections to detect communities in multilayer social networks
[31]. Cheng et al. proposed an effective index to measure the
effect of multilayer network interactions [32]. These studies
will provide new opportunities to measure cluster proximity
based on multisource heterogeneous data in innovation clusters
through a network lens, especially on exploring the increasing
knowledge and business networks on traditional geographic
communities.
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Fig. 1. Research framework.

III. METHODOLOGY AND DATA

The novel framework proposed herein integrates multilay-
ered heterogeneous network analysis, the Louvain clustering
algorithm, cluster proximity measurement, and the visualization
methods to measure cluster proximity based on multisource
heterogeneous data in innovation clusters.

A. Framework

A framework, based on multilayered heterogeneous network
that includes knowledge, business, and geographic layers, is
proposed to measure cluster proximity in innovation clusters.

First, we build a three-layer heterogeneous through three-
dimensional data–knowledge network is built from patent data,
business network is built from transaction data, and geographic
network is built from geographic data. Second, communities are
obtained by clustering three networks, respectively, and we map
core communities obtained from the knowledge network and
the business network to the geographic network. Third, we use a
combined proximity index with/access communities to measure
the cluster proximity in innovation clusters when the knowledge
network and the business network are introduced.

This framework is an integration of many methods as shown
in Fig. 1.

Besides, on the one hand, we need some network measure-
ment indicators to measure the single-layer network, which
is necessary when describing the differences between knowl-
edge, business, and geographic network. On the other hand,
we need some visualization tools to help us better under-
stand the multilayer network structure. These visualization tools
include:NetworkX,1 Echarts,2 Pymnet,3 and MapV Editor.4

1[Online]. Available: http://networkx.github.io
2[Online]. Available: https://www.echartsjs.com/zh/index.html
3[Online]. Available: http://www.mkivela.com/pymnet/tutorial.html
4[Online]. Available: https://mapv.baidu.com/editor/

B. Data Collection

This article collected three datasets: knowledge, business, and
geography. We use patent direct citation relationship to build the
knowledge network in the innovation cluster [10]. Patent data
were used to analyze the knowledge creation and flow within
industries and across national borders [33], [34]. The Derwent
Innovation database5 is used as the data source [35], [36] and the
Chinese State Intellectual Property Office database is used as a
Chinese patent data source for Chinese and English matching
[37]. With enterprises as nodes, citations were used as ties to
build a knowledge network. Transaction data directly reflects
the money transactions between enterprises and can be used
to analyze business systems. We collected a large amount of
transaction data as a data source. With enterprises as nodes,
money transactions were used as ties to build a business network.
Address data represents the address location of an enterprise and
can be used to analyze geographic proximity. We collected the
addresses of a series of enterprises as a data source, and each
enterprise had an address in this source. With enterprises as
nodes, distances were used as ties to build a geographic network.

C. Network Construction, Measurement, and Visulization

We can build a multilayer network based on the collected data.
In order to compare network topology of different networks,
we introduce a series of single-layer network measurement
indicators to describe the single-layer network. These indicators
are shown in Table I.

To observe the network more intuitively, we developed a
network visualization tool. The tool includes single-layer social
network visualization, multilayer social network visualization,
and community detection and projection on a map. The single-
layer social network visualization tool is based on NetworkX
and Echarts, which can be used to perform operations and data
analysis on the network and visualize it. The visual layout is

5[Online]. Available: https://www.derwentinnovation.com

http://networkx.github.io
https://www.echartsjs.com/zh/index.html
http://www.mkivela.com/pymnet/tutorial.html
https://mapv.baidu.com/editor/
https://www.derwentinnovation.com
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TABLE I
INDICATORS PROPOSED TO MEASURE THE NETWORK AND NODES

based on the force-guided layout. NetworkX is a Python pack-
age for the creation, manipulation, and study of the structure,
dynamics, and functions of complex networks. The multilayer
social network visualization tool is based on Pymnet, which can
be used to perform operations and data analysis on a network
and visualize it. Pymnet is a free library for analyzing multilayer
social networks. It creates visualizations using Matplotlib or D3
as the backend.

D. Community Detection and Visualization

Since we believe that in innovation clusters, cluster proximity
is different within/across communities, so the networks need
to be divided into communities first. Community detection can
divide the network into communities. The nodes in the same
community are densely connected, while the nodes in different
communities are sparse connected [18]. Louvain algorithm is
an effective community detection method, which has the advan-
tages of fast speed and high accuracy. The modularity function
is originally used to measure the quality of the community
discovery algorithm results and to characterize the closeness of
the communities found [19]. Since it can describe the intimacy
of the community, it can be used as an optimization function,
which is defined as follows:

Q =
1

2m

∑
i,j

[
Aij − kikj

2m

]
δ (ci, cj) (1)

where Aij represents the weight of the edge between i and j,
ki =

∑
j

Aij is the sum of the weights of the edges attached

to vertex i, ci is the community to which vertex i is assigned,
the δ-function δ(u, v) is 1 if u = v and 0 otherwise and m =
1
2

∑
ij

Aij . This algorithm provides a fair compromise between

the estimation accuracy of the modular maximum.
To observe the community structure more clearly, we devel-

oped a community visualization tool. This tool integrates the
Louvain algorithm, which can perform community detection
for large-scale complex networks of which a human can not
easily observe the morphology and features with the naked eye.
We used the MapV Editor to visualize the main community
projection on a map.

E. Cluster Proximity Index Measurement

Cluster proximity is used to measure the proximity between
enterprises in innovation clusters. Existing research define clus-
ter proximity as the geographic distance between the focal firm
and its suppliers [6]. The definition of cluster proximity is based

on geographical agglomeration in the existing research. In the
innovation cluster, not only the geographical layer is concerned,
but also the business and knowledge layers are concerned. In
geographic, business, and knowledge networks, the shortest
path length between two enterprises in the network is used to
represent geographic proximity, business proximity and knowl-
edge proximity. Therefore, we define cluster proximity as the
superposition of knowledge proximity, business proximity and
geographic proximity.

Compared with a single-layer network, a multilayer net-
work can introduce more connections for nodes, which can
shorten the shortest distance between nodes and reduce clus-
ter proximity. We introduce cluster proximity index for each
community to descript the degree of cluster proximity reduc-
tion when the system joins a new network. Obviously, the
greater of a community’s the cluster proximity index, the more
stronger the role by the newly added network on the community.
The cluster proximity index are divided into intra-community
cluster proximity index and inter-community cluster proximity
index.

1) Cluster Proximity Index Within Communities: Cluster
proximity index within communities Hintra_α is defined to
quantify to what extent of the cluster proximity in network B
community α is decreased with network A, which is defined as
follows:

Hintra_α =

nα∑
n1 = 1

n1 �= n2

[
d(1)n1, n2

− d(2)n1, n2

]
(2)

where d
(1)
n1, n2 is the shortest path length from node n1 to n2

without network A, and d
(2)
n1, n2 is that with network A.

2) Cluster Proximity Index Across Communities: Cluster
proximity index across communities index Hinter_α is defined
to quantify to what extent of the cluster proximity in network B
communityα is decreased with network A [32], which is defined
as follow:

Hinter_α =

c∑
β = 1
β �= α

[
d
(1)
α, β − d

(2)
α, β

]
(3)

whered(1)α, β is the distance from communityα toβ, i.e., averaged
pairwise distances from the nodes in community α to those in
community β without network A, and d

(2)
α, β is that with network

A.

IV. RESULTS

In the previous sections, we have proposed a framework
to measure the cluster proximity in innovation cluster. In this
section, we seclect A City’s machine tool sector in China as a
case.

A. Data Collection

The machine tool sector is representative in terms of in-
novation clusters. Machine tools in the machine tool sector
are indispensable instruments in the manufacturing sector, and
they are needed in almost all machining processes, so the ma-
chine tool sector have always occupied an important position
in geographic and business. With the improvement of product
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Fig. 2. Single-layer network visualization: (a) knowledge network, (b) business network, and (c) geographic network.

Fig. 3. (a) Multilayer social network. (b) Aggregate network visualization.

processing quality, there is an urgent need for the innovation
of the machine tool sector. Machine tools play a unique and
critical role in the sector [41], and machine tool technology
is likely to become a pillar technology of the new generation
of manufacturing [10]. Manufacturing is the pillar sector of A
City’s economy. The city took the lead in establishing a modern
manufacturing system with complete categories and became an
important advanced manufacturing base in China.

We collected three datasets: knowledge, business, and ge-
ography. We retrieved worldwide patent data from the DWPI
and DPCI databases in Derwent Innovation as the seeds for
building a knowledge network. The search queries were “IC
= ((B23) OR (G05B001918)) AND AD > = (19850101)
AND AD < = (20171231) AND PRC = (CN)”. The machine
tool field includes machine tools and CNC systems, where IC
represents international patent classification (IPC), B23 repre-
sents the machine tool, and G05B001918 represents the CNC
system. AD represents the application date, PRC represents the
priority country, and CN represents China. In total, 388,725
patent applications were retrieved from the database. We ex-
tracted patent data for A City, and 8372 patents were selected.
We retrieved worldwide patent data from the Chinese State
Intellectual Property Office database for Chinese and English
matching of enterprise names. The search queries were "select ∗
from cnipr_patent.cnipr_cn_all where ‘main classification num-
ber ‘LIKE ‘%B23%’ or ‘main classification number ‘ LIKE
‘%G05B19/18%”’ from the SQL database. The search period
is set to 1985–2017. In total, 472 927 patent applications were

retrieved from the database. The transaction data of the machine
tool sector is collected during 2016-2017 from A City, China
and the number of transaction data records is 846 588. Our
dataset contained the following four fields: transaction content,
transaction money, transaction specification, and transaction
unit. We collected the addresses of a series of enterprises during
2016-2017 for building a geographic network. In total, infor-
mation of 1 463 674 enterprises is collected. We then extracted
the address data of A City enterprises, and 109 752 enterprises
were selected. We calculated the latitudes and longitudes of these
enterprises through the API of the Baidu map and then calculated
the distance between the two enterprises based on latitudes and
longitudes.

B. Multilayered Heterogeneous Network Construction

A multilayered heterogeneous network includes knowledge,
business, and geographic layers. First, we built knowledge,
business and geographic networks. Second, we built a multi-
layered heterogeneous network. Third, we analyzed network
topology of knowledge, business, geographic, and aggregate
networks.

1) Knowledge, Business, and Geographic Networks: We
used patent citation data, business transaction data, and ge-
ographic data to build knowledge, business and geographic
networks. To build a knowledge network, we extracted patent
applications and removed the names of the person on each
application. With enterprises as nodes, citations were used as ties
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to build a knowledge networkGKnowledge as shown in Fig. 2(a).
To build a business network, we extracted all transaction data,
and each transaction data point is a transaction between two
enterprises. With enterprises as nodes, money transactions were
used as ties to build a business network. This network is a
transaction network between enterprises of A City’s machine
tool sector and nationwide enterprises. To analyze the busi-
ness network of the machine tool sector in A City, we have
extracted all the enterprises in A City’s machine tool sector
and built a sub-network of this network GBusiness as shown
in Fig. 2(b). To build a geographic network, we extracted the
addresses of A City’s machine tool sector from the address
data of all enterprises. We then calculated the distance be-
tween any two enterprises. When the distance between them
is less than 3 km, we considered the two enterprises to be
geographically adjacent. With enterprises as nodes, distances
were used as ties to build a geographic network GGeographic as
shown in Fig. 2(c).

As shown in Fig. 2, the knowledge network consisted of 268
nodes and 226 edges, and its density is 0.0063, and the business
network consisted of 1446 nodes and 1573 edges, and its density
is 0.0015, and the geographic network consisted of 1593 nodes
and 45 611 edges, and its density is 0.0360. The knowledge
network had not significant community, and the business and
geographic networks had significant community.

2) Multilayered Heterogeneous Network: We build a mul-
tilayer heterogeneous network M1 that includes knowledge,
business, and geographic layers. We use knowledge network
GKnowledge, business network GBusiness, and geographic net-
work GGeographic to build a multilayered heterogeneous net-
work, which use the enterprises as the nodes and the different
types of node connections as the edges. The common enterprises
in different layers also are connected. Multilayer heterogeneous
network is shown in Fig. 3(a). The number of the identical nodes
in the knowledge and geographic layers is less than the number
of the identical nodes in the business and geographic layers,
and the number of nodes and edges were very different at the
knowledge, business, and geographic layers.

Then, we aggregated the knowledge, business, and geographic
layers into an aggregate network GAggregate, as shown in
Fig. 3(b). As shown in Fig. 3(b), the aggregate network consisted
of 2548 nodes and 47 338 edges, and its density is 0.0146, and
the aggregate network had significant community. As shown
in Figs. 3(b) and 2(c), the aggregate network and geographic
network were similar.

3) Network Topology of Knowledge, Business, Geographic,
and Aggregate Networks: We used a series of indicators to
measure knowledge, business, geographic, and aggregate net-
works for analyzing their topology. To analyze the network
topology of the knowledge network GKnowledge, the business
network GBusiness, and the geographic network GGeographic,
we generated a randomized degree-preserving counterpart of
the previous network for comparison, denoted as network
GRandom−Knowledge, GRandom−Business, GRandom−Geographic

and GRandom−Aggregate. The fundamental descriptive statistics
of these network topologies is shown in Table II. n is the number
of nodes, e is the number of edges,d is the density of the network,
c is the clustering coefficient, and p is averaged shortest path
length.

We got the network topology of knowledge, business, geo-
graphic, and aggregate networks by comparing the statistical

TABLE II
STATISTICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE CONSTRUCTED NETWORKS

Fig. 4. Example of network communities projection on a map.

description in TableⅡ. As shown in Table II, the averaged short-
est path distance of network GAggregate is 4.2561, shorter than
that of network GGeographic, meaning that the innovation cluster
benefits from business and knowledge networks in A City.
The averaged shortest path length of the knowledge network
GKnowledge is significantly lower than GRandom−Knowledge,
and the clustering coefficient of the network GKnowledge is
significantly larger than GRandom−Knowledge. The above two
points show that the knowledge network is not random, and it
is typically a small-world network. Each of these enterprises
has many opportunities, and there are no monopoly enter-
prises. Similarly, comparing GBusiness and GRandom−Business,
GGeographic and GRandom−Geographic, and GAggregate and
GRandom_Aggregate, it is evident that the business network
GBusiness is not random, and it is typically a small-world net-
work, Futhermore, the geographic network GGeographic and
the aggregate network GAggregate is not random, not a regu-
lar network and not a small world network. Compared to a
random network, the information transmission in the small-
world network is faster, and the structure of the small-world
network will inevitably have many communities and node
groups [33].

C. Projection of Knowledge and Business Network
Communities on Map and Comparison With Geographic
Communities

Social networks that have a topological structure of intercon-
nected nodes that combine organization and randomness [18].
Therefore, cluster proximity in different regions is different. To
discovery the cluster proximity different in different regions,
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Fig. 5. Top ten communities projection on the map: (a) Knowledge network, (b) business network, and (c) geographic network.

Fig. 6. (a) Cluster proximity index within communities. (b) Cluster proximity index within communities of knowledge network versus business network.

we then identified the communities of knowledge, business, and
geographic layers, respectively, and compared the differences of
core communities projection on a map between these layers, the
example of network communities projection on a map as shown
in Fig. 4.

We identified the community structures in the network using
the Louvain algorithm. The knowledge network partitioned into
65 nonoverlapping communities. The business network parti-
tioned into 203 nonoverlapping communities. The geographic
network partitioned into 101 nonoverlapping communities. A
community in the network is a set of nodes that are densely in-
terconnected but loosely connected with the rest of the network.
We sorted the community based on the number of enterprises
included in the community and projected the top ten commu-
nities on the map using MapV Editor. The top ten community
projection of the knowledge, business, and geographic networks
are shown in Fig. 5(a)–(c), respectively, and visualization of
community detection results for corresponding networks are
shown in Fig. 8(a)–(c) in the Appendix.

As shown in Fig. 5, the core communities of the knowledge
and business networks were projected on the map [Fig. 5(a)
and (b)], and we found that their core community projections
were not highly overlapping with the geographic agglomer-
ation communities [Fig. 5(c)]. This difference led to smaller
cluster proximity between geographic communities with busi-
ness and knowledge networks than the original geographic
network.

D. Explore the Cluster Proximity Index of
Geographic Communities

To explore the heterogeneous promotion role of knowledge
network and business network on the cluster proximity within
geographic communities and across geographic communities,
respectively.

1) Explore the Cluster Proximity Index Within Geographic
Communities: We calculated the promotion role of knowledge
network and business network on cluster proximity within ge-
ographic communities, and the overall results are shown in
Fig. 6.

We compared the cluster proximity index withincommunity
to analyze the difference promotion role of knowledge network
and business network on the cluster proximity within geographic
communities. As shown in Fig. 6(a), compared to the two
lines, the promotion role of the business network on the cluster
proximity within geographic communities is bigger than that
of the knowledge network, indicating that the cluster proximity
within geographic communities depend more on the business
network compared to the knowledge network. As shown in
Fig. 6(b), the promotion role of the knowledge network on the
cluster proximity index within geographic communities is less
than 0.016, and the promotion role of the business network on
the cluster proximity index within geographic communities is
less than 0.6, indicating that knowledge and business networks
have a limited promotion role on the cluster proximity within
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Fig. 7. (a) Cluster proximity index across communities. (b) Cluster proximity index across communities of knowledge network versus business network.

geographic communities. Furthermore, the knowledge network
plays a negligible role on the cluster proximity within the geo-
graphical community.

2) Explore the Across-Community Cluster Proximity Index
Between Geographic Communities: To study the promotion role
of knowledge and business networks on the cluster proximity
across geographic communities, we calculated the promotion
role of knowledge network and business network on the clus-
ter proximity across geographic communities, and the overall
results are shown in Fig. 7.

We compared the cluster proximity index across communities
to analyze the difference promotion role of knowledge network
and business network on the cluster proximity across geographic
communities. As shown in Fig. 7(a), compared to the two lines,
they were close. As shown in Fig. 7(b), the promotion role of
the business network and knowledge network on the cluster
proximity across geographic communities is consistent across
trends. The above two points indicated that the cluster proximity
across key geographic communities depended both on business
network and knowledge network. As shown in Fig. 7(b), the
cluster proximity index across communities of some geographic
communities is bigger than ten, indicating that the knowledge
network and business network clearly strengthen the cluster
proximity across the geographic network communities.

V. DISCUSSION

The application of our framework provides a holistic view of
the multilayered innovation cluster of A City’s machine tool
sector. Both densities of the whole knowledge and business
networks are low, while the densities of the whole geographic
network is high, and the community structure in the business
network is stronger than that in the knowledge network. Knowl-
edge and business play a promotion role on the cluster proximity
in the innovation cluster. This phenomenon comports with the
evolution stage of innovation clusters [3].

Futher, we probe into the communities of knowledge, busi-
ness, and geographic networks in the innovation cluster. From
the community perspective, we find that the similarity of com-
munities between knowledge, business and geographic networks
are very low, which indicates that enterprises have different
partners in technological citation, business transactions, and
geographical location. Different enterprise types in the network
composition reflected different network characteristics [42]. The
difference in the composition of the three-layered network nodes

in the innovation cluster of A City has led to the different
structure of their communities.

Knowledge and business networks have different promotions
on the cluster proximity of innovation clusters. Knowledge and
business networks have different promotions on the cluster prox-
imity within/across geographic communities. The knowledge
network has a strong promotion on the cluster proximity within
geographic communities, as well as the business network has
a strong promotion on the cluster proximity across geographic
communities. The business network has a small promotion on
the cluster proximity within geographic communities, while the
promotion of the knowledge network on the cluster proximity
within geographic communities is negligible. The direct factor
is the number of nodes and edges in the community, and the
importance of the nodes in the network is also an important factor
[43]. The difference of the community cluster proximity index
can be affected by external factors such as the government’s
concentrated policies and the region’s culture and institutions
[42], [44].

VI. CONCLUSION

This article proposed a three-layered framework that uses
patent citation, business transaction, geographic data, and net-
work methods to measure the cluster-proximity in innovation
clusters. The three-layered network of geography, business,
and knowledge comprehensively displayed the landscape of
innovation cluster. Based on the three-layered network and
identification of the network communities in knowledge, busi-
ness, and geographic layers, respectively, we understood better
the combined proximity between organizations within/across
communities. A case study of A City’s machine tool sector
demonstrated that machine-tool firms/organizations have higher
cluster proximity within geographic communities and lower
cluster proximity across geographic communities. The proxim-
ity within geographic communities is enriched mostly by busi-
ness connections, but the proximity across geographic commu-
nities is enhanced both by business connections and knowledge
linkages. This may imply that knowledge linkages are more
important in across-community proximity, and this needs more
policy attention. This article contributes to expand the proximity
notion for innovation clusters. However, we consider the cluster
proximity in only one city, while the innovation cluster is also
affected by other cities or regions. In the future, we plan to
extend the dataset to explore the effects of knowledge, business,
geographic communities in innovation cluster.
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APPENDIX

Fig. 8. Visualization of community detection. (a) Knowledge network. (b) Business network. (c) Geographical network.
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